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1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to investigate properties of subsemigroups
of finitely presented semigroups, particularly with respect to the property
of being finitely presented. More precisely, we will consider various in-
stances of the following:
Main Problem. Let S be a finitely presented semigroup.
 .  .i Is every subsemigroup ideal, one-sided ideal of S finitely gener-
ated?
 .  .ii Is every subsemigroup ideal, one-sided ideal of S which is
finitely generated as a semigroup finitely presented?
 .  .iii Is every subsemigroup ideal, one-sided ideal of finite index in S
 .finitely presented? For the definition of index see below.
For example, if S is finite all these questions have an affirmative answer.
 .Less trivially, if S is a commutative semigroup then ii has an affirmative
w x w xanswer; see 12 . Also, in 2 it has been proved that a two-sided ideal of
finite index in a finitely presented semigroup is always finitely presented.
* The authors acknowledge the support from the Edinburgh Mathematical Society Cente-
nary Fund and the European Community Grant ERBCHRXCT930418, which helped to make
possible the visit of the fourth author to the University of St Andrews while this work was
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TABLE I
Subsemigroups Ideals One-sided ideals
 .i f.g. No No No
 .  .  .Example 5.3 Example 5.3 Example 5.3
 .ii f.g.« f.p. No No No
 .  .  .Example 4.5 future paper future paper
 .iii f.i.« f.p. Not known Yes Yes
 . w x.  .Open Problem 5.2 2, Corollary 4.2 Theorem 5.1
Note. f.g. denotes finitely generated, f.p. denotes finitely presented, and f.i. denotes finite
index.
 .  .  .Group versions of questions i , ii , and iii have been investigated
extensively. The main tool for these investigations is the Reidemeister]
Schreier rewriting process, which gives a presentation for a subgroup of a
w xgroup defined by a presentation; see 8 . Probably the best known applica-
tion of this rewriting process is the Reidemeister]Schreier theorem which
states that a subgroup of finite index in a finitely presented group is itself
w x w xfinitely presented; see 6 and 8 .
A general theory of Reidemeister]Schreier-type rewriting for semi-
w xgroups has been developed in 2 . This theory was then applied to two-sided
w xideals of finite index, as well as 0-minimal ideals; see also 1 . Here we
continue this investigation and prove that a one-sided ideal of finite index
in a finitely presented semigroup is itself finitely presented; see Theorems
5.1 and 5.6 and Corollary 5.7. Also, in a future paper we give an example
of an ideal of a finitely presented semigroup, which is finitely generated as
a semigroup but is not finitely presented. The present status of the Main
Problem for general finitely presented semigroups is given in Table I.
Another important application of the Reidemeister]Schreier rewriting
for groups is the Nielsen]Schreier theorem, which states that every sub-
group of a free group is itself free. A straightforward generalisation of this
result does not hold: subsemigroups and one-sided ideals may or may not
be free, while proper two-sided ideals are never free; see Propositions 3.1
and 3.3 and Example 3.2. Nevertheless, one can ask whether subsemi-
groups and ideals of a free semigroup have some other, weaker properties.
w xFor example, Spehner 14 has shown that every finitely generated sub-
semigroup admits a finite Malcev presentation. Here we consider free
semigroups in the context of the Main Problem. We prove, among other
things, that, in a free semigroup, two-sided and one-sided ideals which are
finitely generated as semigroups, as well as subsemigroups of finite index,
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TABLE II
Subsemigroups Ideals One-sided ideals
free No No No
 .  .  .Well known Proposition 3.1 Proposition 3.3
 .i f.g. No No No
 .  .  .Example 5.3 Example 5.3 Example 5.3
 .ii f.g.« f.p. No Yes Yes
 .  .  .Example 4.5 Corollary 3.6 Theorem 4.3
 .iii f.i.« f.p. Yes Yes Yes
 .  .  .Theorem 3.8 Table 1 Table 1
Note. The notation is the same as that used in Table I.
are finitely presented; see Corollary 3.6 and Theorems 3.8 and 4.3. The
information obtained about substructures of free semigroups is sum-
marised in Table II. It is also worth mentioning that Margolis and Meakin
w x9 have obtained results of Nielsen]Schreier type for free inverse semi-
w xgroups; see also 10 .
In this paper we shall use the standard semigroup theory notation and
w xdefinitions as presented in 3 . For a semigroup T of S we define the Rees
 . 4equi¨ alence determined by T to be r s T = T j s, s : s g S . If T is aT
 .  .left right ideal then r is a left right congruence, and if T is aT
two-sided ideal then r is a congruence; the corresponding factor semi-T
< <group is denoted by SrT. We define the index of T in S to be S y T q 1,
which is the number of equivalence classes of r .T
Since we frequently consider ideals as subsemigroups, there is a certain
ambiguity in the use of terms such as ‘‘generated by’’ and ‘‘finitely
generated.’’ We adopt the convention that ‘‘generated’’ will always mean
‘‘generated as a subsemigroup,’’ except when stated otherwise. Thus, for
example, the principal right ideal aS1 is not necessarily finitely generated
although it is finitely generated as a right ideal.
For an alphabet A, the free semigroup and the free monoid on A are
denoted by Aq and A* respectively. The empty word is denoted by e , and
< <the length of a word w g A* is denoted by w . A semigroup presentation is
 : q qan ordered pair A N R , where R : A = A . A semigroup S is said to
 : qbe defined by the presentation A N R if S ( A rh, where h is the
smallest congruence on Aq containing R. Usually we identify a word
from Aq with the element of S it represents. However, to avoid confu-
sion, we write w ' w if the words w and w are identical, and w s w1 2 1 2 1 2
if they represent the same element of S. For a subset T of S we use the
 . qnotation L A, T for the set of all words from A which represent
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elements of T. For a systematic introduction to presentations of semi-
w xgroups we refer the reader to 5 .
2. PRELIMINARY RESULT
In this section, we prove the following preliminary result which we will
need later. This is probably well known, but, for completeness, we include
a proof here.
THEOREM 2.1. If S is a semigroup and I is a finitely presented ideal of S,
and if the Rees quotient SrI is finitely presented, then S is finitely presented.
 :Proof. Suppose that I and SrI are defined by presentations X N R
 :and Y N G respectively. Suppose for the moment that no generator from
Y represents the zero of the semigroup SrI. In this case S is obviously
generated by the set X j Y. Each word w g Yq which represents the zero
of SrI represents an element of I in S, and so there exists a word
a g Xq such that w s a in S. Also, for each x g X and each y g Yw w
the words xy and yx represent elements from I in S; let b , b be wordsx y y x
from Xq such that xy s b and yx s b hold in S. Let us fix a wordx y y x
z g Yq representing the zero of SrI. We define the following new sets of
relations:
G s u s ¨ g G : u / z in SrI , 4 .1
G s u s ¨ g G : u s z in SrI , 4 .2
 4G s u s a , ¨ s a : u s ¨ g G j z s a , 4 .2 u ¨ 2 z
G s xy s b , yx s b : x g X , y g Y , 43 x y y x
and let T denote the semigroup defined by the presentation
 :X j Y N R j G j G j G . 1 .1 2 3
We claim that S ( T. It is obvious that S satisfies all the relations from
R j G j G j G , and hence there is a natural epimorphism f : T ª S.1 2 3
 .qAssume now that two words w , w g X j Y represent the same1 2
element of S. If both w and w contain a letter from X then we can use1 2
qrelations from G to find words w , w g X such that w s w and3 1 2 1 1
w s w in T. Since the relation w s w holds in I, it can be deduced2 2 1 2
from R , thus giving w s w in T. If w g Yq and w represents an1 2 1 1
element of I in S then w s z holds in SrI, and so z can be obtained1
from w by applying relations from G. If no relations from G are needed1 2
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in this deduction then w s z s a holds in T. Otherwise, instead of the1 z
first application of a relation from G we can use the corresponding2
relation from G and thus obtain a word w containing a letter from X2 1
such that w s w holds in T. Applying a similar argument to w , if1 1 2
necessary, we reduce this case to the case where both w and w contain a1 2
letter from X. Finally, if w does not represent an element of I in S then1
w s w can be deduced by just using relations from G , and again1 2 1
w s w holds in T. Therefore, f is an isomorphism and T ( S as1 2
required.
Let us now suppose that Y contains generators representing the zero in
SrI, and let Y be the set of all non-zero generators from Y. If the zero0
of SrI is a product of two non-zero elements from SrI then Y generates0
SrI and the argument above can be repeated. Otherwise a similar argu-
ment would show that
 :X j Y N R j G j G 2 .0 1 3
is a presentation for S.
 :  :Finally, note that if both presentations X N R and Y N G are finite
 .  .so are the presentations 1 and 2 .
3. FREE SEMIGROUPS
As we indicated in the introduction, a straightforward generalisation of
the Nielsen]Schreier theorem for groups does not hold for semigroups. It
is well known that subsemigroups of a free semigroup are not necessarily
w xfree; see 7 . We now show that the situation for ideals is even worse in
that they are almost never free.
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let F s Aq be a free semigroup and let R / F be a
proper right ideal. If R is finitely generated then it is not free.
Proof. Since F / R there exists a g A such that a f R. Suppose that
ai f R for all i G 1. Let w be an element of R of minimal length. Then
wai g R, i G 1, since R is a right ideal, but wai is not a product of two
elements of R. Therefore, each generating set of R contains all the words
wai, i G 1, and R is not finitely generated, a contradiction. Thus R
contains some power of a. Let i be the minimal such power; obviously
i ) 1. The word aiq1 belongs to R since R is a right ideal, but aiq1 is not
a product of two elements of R since i ) 1; hence each generating set for
R contains both ai and aiq1. Since ai and aiq1 satisfy the non-trivial
i iq1 iq1 irelation a a s a a , R cannot be free.
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 4EXAMPLE 3.2. Let F be the free semigroup on two generators a, b ,
1  .and let R s aF be the principal right ideal generated as a right ideal by
 i 4a. The set ab : i G 0 is a unique minimal generating set for R, and it is
easy to see that R is free on that generating set.
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let F s Aq be a free semigroup and let I / F be a
proper two-sided ideal of F. Then I is not free.
w xProof. The proposition is an immediate corollary of 5, Proposition 2.2 .
For the sake of completeness, we give an alternative direct proof. Let
a g A y I, and let w be an element of I of minimal length. Both words
aw and wa belong to I since I is a two-sided ideal, and neither of them is
a product of two elements of I; hence each generating set for I contains
 .  .both these words. But then w aw s wa w is a non-trivial relation hold-
ing in I, and I is not free.
Now we shall consider free semigroups in the context of our Main
 .Problem. The following example gives a negative answer to i .
 4EXAMPLE 3.4. Let F be the free semigroup on two generators a, b ,
and let I be the set of all words containing both a and b. I is obviously a
 .two-sided ideal and hence a right ideal, a left ideal, and a subsemigroup .
However, the words abi, i G 1, are not products of words from I, and I is
not finitely generated.
 .On the other hand, as we mentioned in the Introduction, question iii
always has a positive answer for ideals of finite index. In particular, an
ideal of finite index of a finitely generated free semigroup is finitely
 .presented. We shall now use this result to answer question ii for two-sided
 .ideals and question iii for subsemigroups of finite index of a free
semigroup.
THEOREM 3.5. If T is a finitely generated ideal in a free semigroup S, then
T has finite index in S.
Proof. We show that if T has infinite index in S, then T is not finitely
generated.
Suppose that T has infinite index in S, and let w , w , . . . be distinct1 2
elements of S y T. Let x be an element of T with x of minimal length
among all elements of T , so that xw , xw , . . . are elements of T. If1 2
 < <.xw s u¨ with u, ¨ g T , then x is a prefix of u by the minimality of x ,i
so that ¨ is a suffix of w ; since ¨ g T , we have that w g T , a contradic-i i
tion. So xw cannot be expressed as a non-trivial product of elements of T ,i
and hence any generating set for T must contain xw , xw , . . . . So T is1 2
not finitely generated.
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COROLLARY 3.6. If T is a finitely generated ideal in a finitely generated
free semigroup S, then T is finitely presented.
w xProof. The corollary is an immediate consequence of 2, Corollary 4.2
and Theorem 3.5.
Now we turn our attention to the subsemigroups of finite index in a free
semigroup.
PROPOSITION 3.7. If S is a finitely generated free semigroup and T is a
subsemigroup of S of finite index, then there is an ideal I of finite index in S
with I : T.
 4  < < 4Proof. Let S y T s a , a , . . . , a , and let p s max a : 1 F i F k .1 2 k i
Let I be the ideal of all words in S of length at least p q 1. We see that
I : T and that I has finite index in S as required.
 .Given this, we can give an affirmative answer to question iii for
subsemigroups of finite index in a free semigroup.
THEOREM 3.8. If S is a finitely generated free semigroup and T is a
subsemigroup of S of finite index, then T is finitely presented.
Proof. By Proposition 3.7, there is an ideal I of finite index in S with
w xI : T. By 2 , I is finitely presented. The Rees quotient TrI is a finite
semigroup, and hence is also finitely presented; the result follows from
Theorem 2.1.
4. IF FINITELY GENERATED,
THEN FINITELY PRESENTED?
In this section, we continue our investigation of free semigroups in the
context of the Main Problem. We prove that finitely generated one-sided
ideals of a free semigroup are finitely presented, although they are not
necessarily of finite index. We also give an example of a finitely generated
subsemigroup of a free semigroup which is not finitely presented. First,
however, we give a necessary and sufficient condition for an ideal to be
finitely generated.
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let S be a free semigroup, and let R be a right ideal of
S. Then R is finitely generated if and only if there exist words a , a , . . . , a1 2 m
of S and a constant N such that R s a S1 j a S1 j ??? j a S1 and such1 2 m
that e¨ery word in S of length greater then N contains at least one of the a asi
a substring.
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 4Proof. Suppose R is generated by a , a , . . . , a . Then, since a g R1 2 m i
for all i and R is a right ideal, we have that
a S1 j a S1 j ??? j a S1 : R .1 2 m
On the other hand, any word in R is a product of the a , and hence lies ini
a S1 for some a ; sok k
R : a S1 j a S1 j ??? j a S1 ,1 2 m
and hence R s a S1 j a S1 j ??? j a S1.1 2 m
 . 1 1Now suppose that R is a right ideal of the form a S j a S j ??? j1 2
1 a S for some a . Note that we are not assuming now that R ism i
.generated by the a as a semigroup. We want to show that R is finitelyi
generated if and only if there is a constant N such that every word in S of
length greater than N contains at least one of the a as a substring. Wei
may assume, without loss of generality, that no a is a prefix of any otheri
a , since, if a is a prefix of a , then a S1 : a S1, and a S1 can bej i j j i j
omitted.
For any word h in S1 and any i, a h lies in R, and any word in R is ofi
this form. If R is finitely generated, then there is an upper bound on the
length of a generator, and so R is generated by the set
1 < <S s a h : 1 F i F m , h g S , h F N 3 . 4i
for some N. Let z be any element of S, and consider the element a z of1
R. Since S is a generating set for R, we may write
a z s a h a h ??? a h1 i 1 i 2 i k1 2 k
< <for some i , i , . . . , i and h , h , . . . , h with h F N for all i. Since a is1 2 k 1 2 k i 1
not a prefix of a and vice versa, we must have that a s a , and theni 1 i1 1
that
z s h a h . . . a h .1 i 2 i k2 k
< < < <If z ) N, then, since h F N, we have that k G 2, and hence that a is1 i2
a subword of z as required.
Conversely, suppose that R s a S1 j a S1 j ??? j a S1, and suppose1 2 m
that there exists a constant N such that every word in S of length greater
than N contains at least one of the a as a substring. We show that S, asi
 .  .defined by 3 , is a finite generating set for R. Let b be an arbitrary
< <element of R, say b s a g for some i and g . If g F N, then b g S,i 11
and we have finished. Otherwise, let d be the prefix of g consisting of the
first N q 1 letters. By hypothesis, d contains a as a substring for somei2
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< <i , and so we have b s a h a j for some h and j with h F N.2 i 1 i2 1 11
Continuing in this way yields
b s a h a h ??? a h ,i 1 i 2 i k1 2 k
a product of elements in S, as required.
Proposition 4.1 has an obvious dual for left ideals. Therefore we have
the following corollary, which shows a surprising connection between
finitely generated right ideals and finitely generated left ideals.
COROLLARY 4.2. If S is a free semigroup and a , a , . . . , a g S, then1 2 m
a S1 j a S1 j ??? j a S1 is a finitely generated right ideal of S if and only if1 2 m
S1a j S1a j ??? j S1a is a finitely generated left ideal of S.1 2 m
We can now prove the main result of this section.
THEOREM 4.3. If R is a finitely generated right ideal of a free semigroup S,
then R is finitely presented.
Proof. Let S s Aq be the free semigroup on A. Since R is finitely
generated and each generator of R only involves finitely many elements
from A, and since Ra : R for each a g A, we see that A is finite. Let
 4A s a , a , . . . , a .1 2 n
 4 qLet R be generated by a , a , . . . , a , where a g A for each i, and1 2 m i
 4let B be the alphabet b , b , . . . , b , where b represents the generator a1 2 m i i
 < < 4of R. Let M s max a : 1 F i F m . We have a relationi
g b , b , . . . , b s d b , b , . . . , b .  .1 2 m 1 2 m
 .  . qin R if and only if g a , a , . . . , a ' d a , a , . . . , a in A . We1 2 m 1 2 m
 .  .define the weight of the relation g b , b , . . . , b s d b , b , . . . , b to1 2 m 1 2 m
 . qbe the length of the word g a , a , . . . , a in A . Let R denote the set1 2 m
 .  .of all relations g b , b , . . . , b s d b , b , . . . , b of weight at most 3M1 2 m 1 2 m
 : that hold in R. We claim that B N R is a presentation for R and the
.proof will then be completed, since R is finite .
 .  .We need to show that any relation g b , b , . . . , b s d b , b , . . . , b1 2 m 1 2 m
holding in R is a consequence of R. So suppose we have a relation
b b b ??? b s b b b ??? b 4 .i i i i j j j j1 2 3 r 1 2 3 s
holding in R, so that
a a a ??? a ' a a a ??? ai i i i j j j j1 2 3 r 1 2 3 s
q  .in A . We argue by induction on the weight of the relation 4 , the case
of weight 1 being a relation in R. If a ' a , we have b b ??? b si j i i i1 1 2 3 r
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b b ??? b , and the result follows by the inductive hypothesis. So supposej j j2 3 s
< < < <that a - a , so that a is a proper prefix of a , say a ' a z . Wei j i j j i1 1 1 1 1 1
now have
a a a ??? a ' a za a ??? a ,i i i i i j j j1 2 3 r 1 2 3 s
so that a a ??? a ' za a ??? a . If a is a prefix of z then z g R,i i i j j j i2 3 r 2 3 s 2
and so z ' a a ??? a . Both relations b b ??? b s b ??? b b ??? bk k k i i i k k j j1 2 t 2 3 r 1 t 2 s
 .and b s b b ??? b are of lower weight than 4 , and hence are conse-j i k k1 1 1 t
quences of R by the inductive hypothesis. Now we have
b b ??? b s b b ??? b b ??? b s b b ??? b ,i i i i k k j j j j j1 2 r 1 2 t 2 s 1 2 s
 .which shows that 4 is a consequence of R as well. So let us assume now
that z is a proper prefix of a . Then we have a ' za a ??? a j fori i j j j2 2 2 3 qy1
some q and j , where j is a prefix of a . Since za a ??? a j repre-j j j jq 2 3 qy1
sents an element of R and za a ??? a j is a prefix of za a ??? a ,j j j j j j2 3 qy1 2 3 q
we see, since R is a right ideal, that za a ??? a represents an elementj j j2 3 q
of R. So
za a ??? a ' a a ??? aj j j k k k2 3 q 1 2 t
< < < <for some a , a , . . . , a . Now za a ??? a j s a F M, and sok k k j j j i1 2 t 2 3 qy1 2
< < < <a a a ??? a a s a za a ??? a aj j j j j i j j j j1 2 3 qy1 q 1 2 3 qy1 q
< < < < < <F a q za a ??? a j q a F 3M .i j j j j1 2 3 qy1 q
Now
a a a ??? a a ' a za a ??? a a ' a a a ??? a ,j j j j j i j j j j i k k k1 2 3 qy1 q 1 2 3 qy1 q 1 1 2 t
and the corresponding relation b b ??? b b s b b b ??? b is a rela-j j j j i k k k1 2 qy1 q 1 1 2 t
tion of weight at most 3M, and so is in R by definition. So we may use this
relation from R to transform the relation
b b b ??? b s b b b ??? bi i i i j j j j1 2 3 r 1 2 3 s
to b b b ??? b s b b b ??? b b b ??? b . So we only need to de-i i i i i k k k j j j1 2 3 r 1 1 2 t qq1 qq2 s
duce the relation
b b ??? b s b b ??? b b b ??? b ,i i i k k k j j j2 3 r 1 2 t qq1 qq2 s
which is of lower weight than our original relation, and the result follows
by induction.
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Theorem 4.3 is a generalisation of Corollary 3.6. The following example
shows that a generalisation of Theorem 3.5 does not hold for right ideals.
EXAMPLE 4.4. Let F be the free semigroup on a and b, and let
R s a2S1 j abS1 j b2S1.
Since any word of length at least 3 must contain a2, ab, or b2 as a
subword, R is a finitely generated right ideal of F by Proposition 4.1.
 4 1However, F y R s a, b j baS is not finite; in other words, R does not
have finite index in F.
The hypothesis in Theorem 4.3 that R is a right ideal cannot be omitted,
in that a finitely generated subsemigroup of a finitely generated free
semigroup need not be finitely presented, as our next example shows.
EXAMPLE 4.5. Let F be the free semigroup on three generators a, b,
and c, and let I be the subsemigroup generated by ¨ s ba, w s ba2,
x s a3, y s ac, and z s a2c. I is clearly finitely generated, and we claim
that I is not finitely presented.
First note that, if a semigroup is finitely presented with respect to one
generating set, then it is finitely presented with respect to any finite
generating set, since we can pass from a presentation on the first set to a
presentation on the second by means of Tietze transformations. For the
w x w x .semigroup version of Tietze transformations see 13 or 11 . So it is
sufficient to show that I is not finitely presented with respect to the
 4particular generating set ¨ , w, x, y, z .
Decomposing the word a s ba3 nq1.c in two different ways, we see that
n n  .the relations ¨x z s wx y n G 0 hold in I, and so any set of defining
relations must imply these. Since any proper subword of a representing an
 4qelement of I can be expressed as an element of ¨ , w, x, y, z in only one
way, there is no non-trivial relation holding in I which we can apply to a
proper subword of ¨x nz or wx n y. So any set of defining relations for I
must include all the relations ¨x nz s wx n y, and so I is not finitely
presented.
5. RIGHT IDEALS OF FINITE INDEX
Now we turn our attention to a general finitely presented semigroup,
 .and we give an affirmative answer to question iii of the Main Problem in
the case of one-sided ideals. In other words, we prove
THEOREM 5.1. If S is a finitely presented semigroup and R is a right or
.left ideal of finite index in S, then R is finitely presented.
The case of subsemigroups still remains open:
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Open Problem 5.2. If T is a subsemigroup of finite index in a finitely
presented semigroup S, is T necessarily finitely presented?
wAs mentioned in the Introduction, Theorem 5.1 is a generalisation of 2,
xCorollary 4.2 . It also strengthens the analogy between the Reidemeister]
Schreier type theorems for semigroups and groups: both subgroups and
one-sided ideals give rise to one-sided congruences i.e., the group and the
semigroup respectively act on the corresponding factor sets by pre- or
.post-multiplication . However, as the following example shows, the finite
index condition in Theorem 5.1 cannot be replaced by the weaker condi-
tion that R is an equivalence class of a congruence with finitely many
equivalence classes.
 4EXAMPLE 5.3. Let F be the free semigroup on two generators a, b ,
and let S be the semigroup defined by the presentation
 2 2 :A , B : A s A , B s B , AB s BA .
We have a natural homomorphism u from F to S defined by au s A and
bu s B. The kernel h of this homomorphism has three equivalence classes.
Let I be the pre-image of AB in F. We see that I is the ideal of F
consisting of all words involving both a and b. In Example 3.4 we have
shown that I is not even finitely generated, let alone finitely presented.
w xOur strategy in the proof of Theorem 5.1 is to use 2, Theorem 2.1
 :which gives a presentation B N I for R. Although B is finite when R is
of finite index, the set I is always infinite, and we aim to find a finite set
of relations equivalent to I. First, however, we shall recall the necessary
w xnotation from 2 .
 .  :Let S be defined by a finite presentation A N R . Every element of S
q  .is represented by a word in A , and, as before, we let L A, R denote the
set of all words in Aq representing elements of R. A set of representati¨ es
of S y R is a set V of words in A* such that:
 .1 V contains the empty word e ;
 .2 each non-empty word in V represents an element of S y R;
 .3 each element of S y R is represented by one, and only one, word
in V.
It is worth noting that the empty word e is included in V to simplify
notation in what follows; e does not represent an element of S. We choose
V here in such a way that, for each non-empty word v in V, v is a word
of minimal length representing the corresponding element of S y R.
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w xIt was shown in 2, Theorem 3.1 that R is generated by the set
X s r as : r , s g V , a g A , r a g L A , R . 4 .
 .  .Note that, if we have r a g L A, R , then we also have r as g L A, R , as
R is a right ideal. We define a new alphabet
B s b : r , s g V , a g A , r a g L A , R . 4r , a , s
in one]one correspondence with X. This correspondence can be extended
to an epimorphism c : Bqª R in a natural way.
The representati¨ e function w ¬ w associates to every element w g S y R
its representative w g V and associates the empty word to the empty
.word . We note the following immediate consequence of this definition:
LEMMA 5.4. The representati¨ e function has the following properties.
 .i x ' x for each x f R;
 .ii if y s z g S y R, then y ' z.
 .For a word w g L A, R let w9a, where w9 g A* and a g A, be the
 .shortest initial segment of w in L A, R , and let w0 be the rest of w.
Define
f : L A , R ª Bq .
by
b if w0 f L A , R .w 9 , a , w 0
f w s 5 .  . b f w0 if w0 g L A , R . .  .w 9 , a , e
w xIt is proved in 2, Lemma 3.4 that f is a rewriting mapping, in the sense
that
c f w s w in S. 6 .  . .
 qIntuitively, f ‘‘rewrites’’ any word from A which represents an element
.of R into a product of generators from X. Now we can easily deduce the
w xfollowing presentation for R from 2, Theorem 2.1 .
PROPOSITION 5.5. R is defined by the presentation
B N f w w s f w f w : w , w g L A , R 4 .  .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2
:j f w uw s f w ¨w : w uw g L A , R , u s ¨ g R . 4 .  .  .  .3 4 3 4 3 4
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w xProof. By 2, Theorem 2.1 we have the following presentation for R:
B N b s f r as : b g B . 4r , a , s r , a , s
j f w w s f w f w : w , w g L A , R 4 .  .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2
:j f w uw s f w ¨w : w uw g L A , R , u s ¨ g R . 4 .  .  .  .3 4 3 4 3 4
 .Note that the relations b s f r as are identically true for ourr, a, s
particular choice of the rewriting mapping, and the proposition follows.
We want to prove that R is finitely presented; in fact, we will give an
explicit finite set of defining relations for R with respect to the generating
 .set B, namely the union of the following six finite sets:
J s f r a r f r a r s f r a f r r a r : a g A , r g V ,  .  .  .  .1 1 1 2 3 2 4 1 1 2 3 2 4 i i
r a , r r a , r a g L A , R ;4 .1 1 2 3 2 3 2
J s f r a r f r a r s f r a r r a r : a g A , r g V , .  .  .2 1 1 2 3 2 4 1 1 2 3 2 4 i i
r a , r a g L A , R , r r a r f L A , R ; .  . 41 1 3 2 2 3 2 4
J s f r r f r ar r s f r r r ar r : a g A , r g V , .  .  .3 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 i
r r , r a g L A , R , r r ar f L A , R ; .  . 41 2 3 2 3 4
J s f r r f r r s f r r r r : r g V , .  .  .4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 i
r r , r r g L A , R , r r f L A , R ; .  . 41 2 3 4 2 3
J s f r r ar r s f r r ar r : a g A , r g V , .  .5 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 i
r r a g L A , R , r ar f L A , R ; .  . 41 2 2 3
J s f r ur s f r ¨r : u s ¨ g R , r g V , r ur g L A , R . 4 .  .  .  .6 1 2 1 2 i 1 2
Now we have
 :THEOREM 5.6. If S is a semigroup with finite presentation A N R , R is a
right ideal of finite index in S, V is a set of representati¨ es of S y R, and f is
the corresponding rewriting mapping, and if J , . . . , J are defined as abo¨e,1 6
 :then R has presentation B N J j ??? j J .1 6
Theorem 5.1 is clearly an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.6, since
the sets J , . . . , J are all finite.1 6
It has to be admitted that the nature of our relations is a little complex.
 .A more natural finite though larger set of relations is given in the
following
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 :COROLLARY 5.7. Let S be a semigroup with finite presentation A N R ,
let R be a right ideal of finite index, let V be a set of representati¨ es of S y R,
and let f be the corresponding rewriting mapping. If
< < < < < <m s max r , u , ¨ : r g V , u s ¨ g R 4 .
then R is defined by the presentation
 < <B N f w w s f w f w : w w F 5m q 2 4 .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2
< < < < :j f w s f w : w s w in S, w F 5m q 2, w F 5m q 2 . 4 .  .3 4 3 4 3 4
Proof. All the relations from the given presentation hold in R, since f
is a rewriting mapping, and they include all the relations from the
presentation given in Theorem 5.6.
We now embark on the proof of Theorem 5.6. We need to show that all
the relations in J j ??? j J hold in R and that all the relations in the1 6
presentation from Proposition 5.5 are consequences of the relations in
J j ??? j J . The former is a straightforward consequence of the fact that1 6
f is a rewriting mapping; we therefore concentrate on the latter.
The first step in the proof of Theorem 5.6 is the following technical
lemma, which gives certain rules for applying the rewriting mapping f.
 .LEMMA 5.8. Each word b g L A, R can be written as
b ' b a b a ??? b a b ,1 1 2 2 k k kq1
 .where k G 1, b , . . . , b g A*, a , . . . , a g A, b , . . . , b f L A, R ,1 kq1 1 k 1 kq1
 .b a , . . . , b a g L A, R , and then1 1 k k
f b ' f b a ??? f b a f b a b . .  .  .  .1 1 ky1 ky1 k k kq1
If b X g Aq is such that b s b X is S theni i i
f b ' f b a ??? f b Xa ??? f b a f b a b . .  .  .  .  .1 1 i i ky1 ky1 k k kq1
In particular,
f b ' f b a ??? f b a ??? f b a f b a b . .  .  .  . .1 1 i i ky1 ky1 k k kq1
Proof. The lemma is a straightforward consequence of the definition
 .5 of f and the fact that R is a right deal.
The main work in the proof of Theorem 5.6 is contained in the following
result.
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 :PROPOSITION 5.9. If S is a semigroup with finite presentation A N R , R
is a right ideal of finite index in S, V is a set of representati¨ es of S y R, and
f is the corresponding rewriting mapping, and if J , . . . , J are defined as1 6
abo¨e, then the following relations are consequences of J j ??? j J :1 6
 .  .  .  .  .i f w w s f w f w , w , w g L A, R ;1 2 1 2 1 2
q .  .  .  .ii f abg s f abg , a , g g A*, b g A , abg g L A, R , b f
 .L A, R .
 .  .Proof. We proceed by simultaneous induction on i and ii . First we
prove
 .  .  .  . < <  .a f w w s f w f w if w w s n, assuming that f u u s1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
 .  . < <  .  . < <f u f u if u u - n, and that f abg s f abg if abg - n;1 2 1 2
and then we prove
 .  .  . < <  .b f abg s f abg if abg s n, assuming that f u u s1 2
 .  . < <  .  . < <f u f u if u u F n, and that f dzu s f dzu if dzu - n.1 2 1 2
 .  .For n s 1 there is nothing to prove in a , while in b we have
 .  .a ' g ' e the empty word , and b g A, and the relation f abg s
 .f abg belongs to J .5
 .Now we prove a for a general n. Let w ' a a a a ??? a a a and1 1 1 2 2 k k kq1
w ' b b b b ??? b b b as in Lemma 5.8. If k ) 1 then2 1 1 2 2 l l lq1
f w w ' f a a a a ??? a a a w .  .1 2 1 1 2 2 k k kq1 2
' f a a f a a ??? a a a w by 5 .  .  . .1 1 2 2 k k kq1 2
s f a a f a a ??? a a a f w by induction .  .  .  .1 1 2 2 k k kq1 2
s f a a a a ??? a a a f w by induction .  .  .1 1 2 2 k k kq1 2
' f w f w . .  .1 2
So we may assume that k s 1, i.e., that w ' a a a .1 1 1 2
 .Suppose that a w g L A, R , so that2 2
f w w ' f a a f a w .  .  .1 2 1 1 2 2
 .by definition of f. If a b b . . . b b g L A, R , then2 1 1 ly1 ly1
f w w ' f a a f a b b ??? b b b b b .  .  .1 2 1 1 2 1 1 ly1 ly1 l l lq1
s f a a f a b b ??? b b f b b b by induction .  .  .  .1 1 2 1 1 ly1 ly1 l l lq1
' f a a a b b ??? b b f b b b by 5 .  .  . .1 1 2 1 1 ly1 ly1 l l lq1
s f a a a f b b ??? b b f b b b by induction .  .  .  .1 1 2 1 1 ly1 ly1 l l lq1
' f a a a f b b ??? b b b b b by 5 .  .  . .1 1 2 1 1 ly1 ly1 l l lq1
' f w f w . .  .1 2
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 .On the other hand, if a b b . . . b b f L A, R , then2 1 1 ly1 ly1
f w w ' f a a f a b b ??? b b b b b .  .  .1 2 1 1 2 1 1 ly1 ly1 l l lq1
s f a a f a b b ??? b b ? b b b by induction . .  .1 1 2 1 1 ly1 ly1 l l lq1
s f a a a b b ??? b b f b b b relations J . .  .1 1 2 1 1 ly1 ly1 l l lq1 1
' f a a a b b ??? b b f b b b by Lemma 5.8 .  . .1 1 2 1 1 ly1 ly1 l l lq1
s f a a a b b ??? b b f b b b by induction . .  .  .1 1 2 1 1 ly1 ly1 l l lq1
If l s 1, we have finished; otherwise
f w w ' f a a a f b b ??? b b f b b b .  .  .  .1 2 1 1 2 1 1 ly1 ly1 l l lq1
' f a a a f b b ??? b b b b b ' f w f w .  .  .  .1 1 2 1 1 ly1 ly1 l l lq1 1 2
 .by induction. So we may assume that a w f L A, R , and hence that no2 2
 .initial segment of a w is in L A, R . Now2 2
f w w ' f a a a b b ??? b b b ' f a a a b b ??? b b b , .  .  .1 2 1 1 2 1 1 l l lq1 1 1 2 1 1 l l lq1
by Lemma 5.8, and
f w f w ' f a a a f b b ??? b b b .  .  .  .1 2 1 1 2 1 1 l l lq1
' f a a a f b b ??? f b b f b b b .  .  .  .1 1 2 1 1 ly1 ly1 l l lq1
by Lemma 5.8 .
s f a a a b b ??? f b b f b b b .  .  .1 1 2 1 1 ly1 ly1 l l lq1
relations J .2
s ???
s f a a a b b ??? b b f b b b relations J . .  .1 1 2 1 1 ly1 ly1 l l lq1 2
s f a a a b b ??? b b b b b relations J . .1 1 2 1 1 ly1 ly1 l l lq1 2
' f a a a b b ??? b b b b b by Lemma 5.8 . .1 1 2 1 1 ly1 ly1 l l lq1
' f w w . .1 2
 .This completes the proof of a .
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 .  .We now start on the proof of b . First suppose that a g L A, R , so
 .that a ' a a ??? a a a as in Lemma 5.8. If a bg f L A, R , then1 1 k k kq1 kq1
f abg ' f a a ??? a a a bg .  .1 1 k k kq1
' f a a ??? a a a bg ' f abg . .1 1 k k kq1
 .by Lemma 5.8, and we are done. If a bg g L A, R , thenkq1
f abg ' f a a ??? a a f a bg .  .  .1 1 k k kq1
s f a a ??? a a f a bg .  .1 1 k k kq1
' f a a ??? a a a bg ' f abg . .1 1 k k kq1
 .by Lemma 5.8 and induction; so suppose that a f L A, R .
 .If ab f L A, R , the result follows immediately from Lemma 5.8; so
 .  .  .suppose that ab g L A, R . If g g L A, R in particular, g / e , then
f abg s f ab f g s f ab f g s f abg .  .  .  . .  .
 .  .by induction; so we may assume that g f L A, R . Since a f L A, R , we
may write
ab ' ab b b b ??? b b b ,1 1 2 2 k k kq1
 .where ab b is the shortest prefix of ab in L A, R . If k ) 1, then1 1
f abg ' f ab b b b ??? b b b g .  .1 1 2 2 k k kq1
' f ab b b b ??? b b f b b b g by Lemma 5.8 .  .  .1 1 2 2 ky1 ky1 k k kq1
' f ab b b b ??? b b f b b b g by Lemma 5.8 . .  .1 1 2 2 ky1 ky1 k k kq1
s f ab b b b ??? b b f b b b g by induction . .  .1 1 2 2 ky1 ky1 k k kq1
s f ab b b b ??? b b b b b g relations J . .1 1 2 2 ky1 ky1 k k kq1 3
' f abg . .
< < < <  .  .Since b F b , a similar argument shows that f abg s f abg . But
 .  .b ' b by Lemma 5.4, and thus f abg s f abg . Hence we may
 .assume that k s 1, so that ab ' ab b b . If b g g L A, R , then the1 1 2 2
definition of f gives that
f abg ' f ab b b g ' f ab b f b g ' f ab b f b g . .  .  .  .  .  .1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2
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 .Since b b , g f L A, R , we may use induction and relations J to get1 1 4
f abg s f ab b f b g s f ab b b g s f abg . .  .  .  .  .1 1 2 1 1 2
 .  .As above we obtain f abg s f abg . So we may assume that b g f2
 .L A, R . Given this, Lemma 5.8 gives that
f abg ' f ab b b g ' f ab b b g , .  .  .1 1 2 1 1 2
and relations J then give that5
f abg s f ab b b g s f abg . .  .  .1 1 2
Again we have that
f abg s f abg ' f abg s f abg , . .  . /
and this concludes the proof.
We complete the proof of Theorem 5.6 by proving
 :PROPOSITION 5.10. If S is a semigroup with finite presentation A N R ,
R is a right ideal of finite index in S, V is a set of representati¨ es of S y R,
and f is the corresponding rewriting mapping, and if J , . . . , J are defined1 6
as abo¨e, then the following relations are consequences of J j ??? j J :1 6
f w uw s f w ¨w , u s ¨ g R , w , w g A*, w uw g L A , R . .  .  .  .3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4
 .  .Proof. If w u f L A, R , then w ¨ f L A, R , and3 3
f w uw ' f w uw ' f w ¨w ' f w ¨w .  . .  .3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4
 .by Lemma 5.8; so we may assume that w u g L A, R .3
 .  .If w g L A, R in particular, w / e , then4 4
f w uw s f w u f w s f w ¨ f w s f w ¨w .  .  .  .  .  .3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4
 .  .by Proposition 5.9 i and induction, so we may assume that w f L A, R .4
 .Assume that w g L A, R ; then w ' a a ??? a a a as in Lemma3 3 1 1 k k kq1
 .5.8. If a uw g L A, R thenkq1 4
f w uw ' f a a ??? a a a uw s f a a ??? a a f a uw .  .  .  .3 4 1 1 k k kq1 4 1 1 k k kq1 4
s f a a ??? a a f a ¨w ' f w ¨w .  .  .1 1 k k kq1 4 3 4
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 .by Lemma 5.8, Proposition 5.9, and induction, while if a uw f L A, Rkq1 4
we have
f w uw ' f a a . . . a a a uw .  .3 4 1 1 k k kq1 4
' f a a . . . a a a ¨w ' f w ¨w .  .1 1 k k kq1 4 3 4
by Lemma 5.8.
 .  .Given that w f L A, R and that w f L A, R , we have3 4
f w uw s f w uw s f w ¨w s f w ¨w .  . .  .3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4
 .by Proposition 5.9 ii and relations J as required.6
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.6.
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